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Reduction of friction and wear is a very important objective in the design process of 
modern tribological systems which is why PVD coatings are becoming more and more 
popular. Especially carbon based coatings like e. g. Zirconium Carbide are characterized 
by very low friction coefficients corresponding with high wear resistances. Whereas 
friction and wear properties of these PVD coatings can be assessed directly in test rig 
investigations, the calculation of admissible fatigue stresses requires numerical 




The institute for machine elements and machine design, which belongs to the faculty of 
mechanical engineering of the RWTH Aachen, performs a so called surface fatigue test 
in which a PVD coated disc and a SiN ball are in contact. The steady state cyclic loading 
causes both plastic deformation of the substrate material of the disc and cyclic tension 
stress in the PVD coating which results in fatigue failure. This can be detected in 
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Figure 1: Test rig, specimen with cracks, test results 
Tests are made with different loads both for 105 and 106 load cycles each. Since the 
stressed volume in this test procedure is very small, the results are affected by a 
considerable statistic variance which leads to a large number of necessary tests. The 
results in Figure 1 illustrate the statistic influence and also the high load sensitivity, 
which is typical for PVD coatings. 
 
Finite Elements Analysis 
 
Numerical simulations with the Finite Elements Method of this test procedure make it 
possible not only to understand the microscopic damage processes but also to calculate 
the failure stresses corresponding to the failure load, which is necessary to identify the 
admissible loadings of PVD coated components. These simulations have to consider 
nonlinear effects like plasticity, strain hardening and contact. The simulation results in 
Figure 2 show the stress amplitude of 950 MPa, which causes failure with a probability 
of 50 % after 106 load cycles. 
Upper load
F = 1600 N î max. 1220 MPa
Lower load
F = 200 N î max. 1420 MPa
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Figure 2: Finite Elements results 
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